In the evening, in an every different way, in a corner of the sky, Nature is painting a collection of variegated colours, such as red, yellow, white, blue, making the visible objects colourful.

1. ತುಂಬರು - in a different way; ಅಂಬರು - in a corner of the sky; ಪzಕೃಃ - Nature; ವಣೆಚ್ಯಂ - a collection of colours.; ರಕು - red; ತುಂಬರು - yellow; ಸತು - white; ಸುಂಬು - variegated colours; ದೃಫು - blue; ಸುಂಬು - making colourful; ತುಂಬರು - the visible objects; 

2. ದೃಫು - beautiful with different colours; ಕಗನ - sky; ದೃಫು - having seen, seeing; ಸಚೂಪ - Children; ಸತು - all; ತುಂಬರು - are becoming happy; 

Word to Word Meanings
Having seen the beautiful sky with different colours, all children are becoming happy. They are watching various birds going in the sky.

At every moment, the new unique colours are indeed formed, and thus all people say that these are temples where Gandharvas reside.

In the sky, thus everyday, by whom are these colours created? Certainly, Oh God, leader of all artists, I bow to you!